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Telescoping Card Tutorial

Supplies:
Fruit & Flowers Stamp Set, #122605
Berry Blossom Designer Series Paper, #122350
Wisteria Wonder ink & cardstock
Lucky Limeade ink & cardstock
Calypso Coral ink & cardstock
Scallop Circle Die for Big Shot, #113468
3 ½” Circle Die for Big Shot, #121811

Directions:
1. Stamp and decorate the circles as
desired. Adhere one 3 ½” Circle to the
Scallop Circle. A second 3 ½” circle
could be stamped or designer series
paper. The third piece will be the 1 ¾”
Circle layered on to the 2-3/8” Scallop
Circle.

2-3/8” Scallop Circle Punch, #118874
1 ¾” Circle Punch, #119850
Silver Brads, 104336
Mat Pack, #105826
Paper Piercing Tool, #116631
Lucky Limeade Ruffled Ribbon, #122977

2. Lay the largest Scallop Circle on the foam mat from the
Mat Pack. Be sure to line the text upright and straight. Line
up the second 3 ½” Circle over it. Use the Paper Piercing
Tool to pierce a hole about ¼” from the top of the 3 ½”
circle. Go through all three layers and secure them
together with a brad.

3. Open up the second 3 ½” circle and lay it on the foam mat.
Line up the small circle in the center. The greeting on the
smallest circle should be upside down at this point. (When
it is flipped up, it will be right side up.) Pierce through
these layers at the edge of the 1 ¾” Circle Punch. Secure
with a brad.

4. Open up the smallest circle. Fold a piece of ribbon in half
and place behind the top of the scallop circle. Pierce
through scallop circle and ribbon at the edge of the 1 ¾”
Circle Punch. Secure with a brad.
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